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The Legal Environment of Business and Online Commerce
MORAL ISSUES IN BUSINESS, 13E examines the moral dilemmas that are common to today's business climate and gives
readers the analytical tools to resolve those issues. Using a combination of true stories, interesting reading selections, and
a conversational writing style, this edition prepares readers for the moral quandaries awaiting them in the professional
world. Featured topics include: the nature of morality, individual integrity and responsibility, economic justice, pitfalls of
capitalism, and corporations' responsibilities to consumers and the environment. Plus, this edition also discusses situationspecific concepts such as downsizing, whistle blowing, sexual harassment, job discrimination, animal abuse, and drug
testing. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Business Ethics
Explore the major perspectives in ethical theory and a broad range of contemporary moral debates with MacKinnon/Fiala's
ETHICS: THEORY AND CONTEMPORARY ISSUES, 9th Edition. Illuminating overviews and a selection of readings from
traditional and contemporary sources make even complex philosophical concepts reader-friendly. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Managing Business Ethics
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL ETHICS provides students with a sound introduction to ethical theory and contemporary moral
issues through engaging readings on today's most hotly debated topics. Among other topics, coverage includes
environmental ethics and animal rights, the limits of personal liberty, war and the struggle against terrorism, marriage and
sexual morality, the death penalty, gun control, and abortion and euthanasia. The volume begins with two introductory
essays written for beginning students by the editor, William H. Shaw, on the nature of morality and competing normative
theories. These are followed by five other essays on ethical theory by classical and contemporary authors. The book's next
12 sections explore a wide-range of real-world ethical issues. In all, the book is composed of 53 articles (11 of which are
new to this edition). To ensure that the text is as accessible as it is relevant, Shaw has edited every article with an eye
toward readability, provided introductions and study questions before the essays, as well as review and discussion
questions after them, and highlighted key passages to help students focus on important points and concepts.

Bioethics
Resolving Moral Issues in Business. The ethical landscape of business is constantly changing, and the new edition of
Business Ethics: Concepts and Cases has been revised to keep pace with those changes most effecting business:
accelerating globalization, constant technological updates, proliferating of business scandals. Business Ethics: Concepts and
Cases introduces the reader to the ethical concepts that are relevant to resolving moral issues in business; imparts the
reasoning and analytical skills needed to apply ethical concepts to business decisions; identifies moral issues specific to a
business; provides an understanding of the social, technological, and natural environments within which moral issues in
business arise; and supplies case studies of actual moral conflicts faced by businesses.

Legal Ethics, 8th - CasebookPlus
The ninth edition of Media Ethics: Issues and Cases has been updated to reflect the most pressing ethical issues in media.
Featuring 25 new cases on hot topic issues from fake news to drones and a new chapter on social justice, this authoritative
case book gives students the tools to make ethical decisions in an increasingly complex environment.

Ethics: Theory and Contemporary Issues
Ethics for the Legal Professional, 8e by Deborah Orlik sets the standard for professional responsibility textbooks. Written for
the paralegal, its upbeat tone encourages students to stay engaged in the reading. Margin "Challenge Assignments" invite
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students to research and apply their own state laws to common ethical problems. Video cases are available online and offer
a contemporary approach to class discussion. Additional cases and vignettes fill each chapter and help students apply
concepts to real situations. This edition includes more on online self-testing and research assignments, while referencing
the latest case law for each of the 50 states. With its lively narrative and state-specific approach, this book tackles
important ethical issues and builds marketable research and critical-thinking skills.

Medical Ethics
For undergraduate courses in the Legal Environment of Business. The single most up-to-date text available for the Legal
Environment course. The Legal Environment of Business and Online Commerce, 6e examines how the current legal
environment, government regulation, and e-commerce environment impact today's business decisions. The cases in this
text are cutting-edge, exciting, and engaging, and the reasoning of each case is presented in the language of the court. The
sixth edition focuses on presenting the legal environment and ethics in a way that will spur students to ask questions and
go beyond basic memorization. And, in an effort to achieve greater clarity and brevity, this edition has combined some of its
topics and chapters, and decreased the depth of some coverage, resulting in a text that's shorter in length with a reduced
number of chapters and parts.

Clinical Ethics
Law and Ethics for Health Professions explains how to navigate the numerous legal and ethical issues that health care
professionals face every day. Topics are based upon real-world scenarios and dilemmas from a variety of health care
practitioners. Through the presentation of Learning Outcomes, Key Terms, From the Perspective of, Ethics Issues, Chapter
Reviews, Case Studies, Internet Activities, Court Cases, and Video Vignettes, students learn about legal and ethical
problems and situations that health care professions currently face. In the eighth edition, chapter 3 contains an expanded
section on accreditation of hospitals and other patient care facilities, and of health care education programs. Students also
use critical thinking skills to learn how to resolve real-life situations and theoretical scenarios and to decide how legal and
ethical issues are relevant to the health care profession in which they will practice.

Justice, Crime, and Ethics
With complete coverage of the ethical principles that inform the role of the paralegal, Ethics and Professional Responsibility
for Paralegals, Eighth Edition is ideal for use as either a primary course book, or a supplementary text. An authoritative
presentation combined with clear and readable pedagogy enriches all levels of inquiry into the ethics of legal practice. Key
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Benefits: Comprehensive coverage of the professional responsibilities of paralegals, illuminated with chapter overviews, key
terms, and a student-friendly organization. Discussion questions with hypotheticals and review questions in each chapter.
Landmark cases, many involving paralegals, that demonstrate how the principles and rules of ethics are applied. Updated
ethics opinions, with a focus on technology and social media, supported by new hypotheticals. Expanded coverage of how
technology is affecting various aspects of ethics and practice, including confidentiality and privilege, competence, conflicts
of interest and advertising. Many new cases including: State Bar v. Lang (unauthorized practice of law), Committee v.
JPMorgan Chase (competence), Lola v. Skadden (professionalism), Pension Committee v. Banc of America Securities
(advocacy), and McDermott v. Superior Court (confidentiality).

Cengage Advantage Ethics: Discovering Right and Wrong
Rev. ed. of: Professional nursing / Kay Kittrell Chitty, Beth Perry Black. 6th ed. c2011.

Ethical Issues in Business
Ethical Issues in Developing Business Policies Ethics and the Conduct of Business is a comprehensive and up-to-date
discussion of the most prominent issues in the field of business ethics, and the major positions and arguments on these
issues. Numerous real-life examples and case studies are used throughout the book to increase understanding of issues,
stimulate class discussion, and show the relevance of the discussion to real-life business practice. Note: The focus of Ethics
and the Conduct of Business is primarily on ethical issues that corporate decision makers face in developing policies about
employees, customers, and the general public. The positions and arguments on these issues are taken from a wide variety
of sources, including economics and the law. Teaching and Learning Experience Improve Critical Thinking - A substantial
amount of legal material is contained within Ethics and the Conduct of Business. Not only because the law addresses many
ethical issues, but also because the management decision-making process must take into account relevant legal practices.
Engage Students - This book employs fifty case studies that firmly illustrate the wide variety of issues pertaining to business
ethics and enable students to engage in ethical decision making. Support Instructors - Teaching your course just got easier!
You can create a Customized Text or use our Instructor's Manual, Electronic "MyTest" Test Bank or PowerPoint Presentation
Slides. Plus, a substantial number of cases within Ethics and the Conduct of Business provide the opportunity for a casestudy approach or a combined lecture/discussion format for your course.

LAW and ETHICS for HEALTH PROFESSIONS 8E
ETHICS: DISCOVERING RIGHT AND WRONG, 8E is a conversational and non-dogmatic overview of ethical theory. Written by
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one of contemporary philosophy's top teachers and revised by a best selling author, this textbook even-handedly raises
important ethical questions and challenges readers to develop their own moral theories by applying them. This revision also
presents an even broader presentation of various positions, featuring more feminist and multicultural perspectives as well.
ETHICS: DISCOVERING RIGHT AND WRONG, 8E begins with easy to read chapters that introduce questions of meta-ethics
and major moral theories. Later chapters address special topics in personal and religious ethics as well as the most recent
developments in moral theory, including a new chapter on Biology and Ethics. Study questions for each chapter, along with
useful bibliographies, make grasping the material more accessible than ever. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Clinical Ethics, 8th Edition
This comprehensive anthology represents the key issues and problems in the field of medical ethics through the most up-todate readings and case studies available. Each of the book's six parts is prefaced with helpful introductions that raise
important questions and skillfully contextualize the positions and main points of the articles that follow.

Professional Nursing
The Police Manager gives practical, field-tested guidance to students and professionals who aspire to leadership roles in law
enforcement, providing a comprehensive explanation of issues and challenges that they will face as police supervisors. The
book is divided into four parts, covering historical and philosophical underpinnings, behavioral aspects of police
management, functional aspects of police management, and major issues in modern police work.

Business Ethics: A Textbook with Cases
Now in its Fifth Edition, this respected reference helps readers tackle the common and often challenging ethical issues that
affect patient care. The book begins with a concise discussion of clinical ethics that provides the background information
essential to understanding key ethical issues. Readers then explore a wide range of real-world ethical dilemmas, each
accompanied by expert guidance on salient issues and how to approach them. The book’s two-color design improves
retention of material for visual learners. An accompanying website lets readers access the full text, along with features
designed to reinforce understanding and test knowledge. New to the Fifth Edition: This edition includes new discussions of
ethical issues as they relate to clinical practice guidelines and evidence-based medicine, electronic medical records, genetic
testing, and opioid prescription. The book also includes an increased focus on ethical issues in ambulatory care. Readers
will also find more detailed analysis of cases, more examples of ethical reasoning, more highlight pages relating clinical
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ethics to emergency medicine, oncology, palliative care, and family medicine. Also new are discussions of quality
improvement and use of advance care planning rather than advance directives.

Contemporary Moral Problems
The most trusted and reader-friendly guide on how to make the right decisions when facing ethical issues in clinical practice
Clinical Ethics teaches healthcare providers how to effectively identify, evaluate, and resolve ethical issues in clinical
medicine. Using the author’s acclaimed “four box” approach and numerous illustrative case examples, the book enables
practitioners to gain a better understanding of the complexities involved in ethical cases and demonstrates how to find a
solution for each case study. Clinical Ethics goes beyond theory to offer a solid decision-making strategy applicable to realworld practice. Readers will learn an easy-to-apply system based on simple questions about medical indications, patient
preferences, quality of life, and contextual features that clearly explain clinical ethics and help them formulate a sound
diagnosis and treatment strategy. The case examples have been especially selected to demonstrate how principles apply to
everyday practice. The eighth edition has been extensively revised to reflect the latest challenges, such as the those
involving medical data, legal issues, the unrepresented patient, and problems of continuity and discharge

The Counselor and the Law
Combining rigorous analysis of the professional rules of lawyer conduct with extensive interdisciplinary materials on the
legal profession and ethics, this casebook offers a unique perspective on the professional challenges facing contemporary
lawyers--and their opportunity to promote the public good. The book combines real-life problems, doctrinal and statutory
analysis, and carefully-edited readings to offer a comprehensive and critical examination of the role of lawyers as client
representatives and democratic citizens. Many of the chapters can be used as independent units for courses focusing on
ethical problems in corporate practice, tax practice, family law, criminal law, and public interest law. The eighth edition also
includes extensive revisions that provide new analysis of core professional rules, enhanced organizational formats, and
critical additions to the case law and professional literature. Key changes include expanded coverage of how the lawyerclient relationship begins and ends; important updates to the materials on confidentiality, conflicts of interest, and market
regulation; recent media clips; and new research on access to justice, diversity and inclusion , lawyer well being and legal
education.

Resolving Ethical Dilemmas
BUSINESS ETHICS, Eighth Edition guides you through the process of thinking deeply about important moral issues that
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frequently arise in business situations, and also helps you develop the reasoning and analytical skills to resolve those issues
if and when you might face them. Combining insightful and accessible textbook chapters by the author with cases that
highlight the real-world importance of key ethical concepts, this book provides a comprehensive, flexible, and pedagogically
proven course of study that explores the intersections of commerce and ethics. Shaw's uniquely thorough and practical
guide brings clarity to such critical topics as the nature of morality, individual integrity and responsibility, economic justice,
concepts of capitalism, and the role of corporations in our society (including their responsibilities to consumers and to the
environment), and real-life moral issues that arise in the workplace. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections
http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.

Business Ethics and Ethical Business
Business Ethics and Ethical Business is a brief yet remarkably comprehensive introduction to the thought-provoking field of
business ethics. The text is organized into three parts that cover the role of business in society, the ethics of internal
management, and the challenges of internationalbusiness. It introduces the standards essential in business ethics, explores
a wide range of issues using concrete examples, and provides analytical tools for guiding ethical decisions in the real
world.Business Ethics and Ethical Business is ideal for undergraduate or MBA courses, as either a standalone text or a
companion to an anthology or selected case studies. Every chapter is self-contained, so the text can be used in whole or in
part and in long or short courses.

The Police Manager
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.

Intervention and Reflection
Each chapter in The Counselor and the Law has been updated to reflect changes in the 2014 ACA Code of Ethics, findings of
recent court cases, and new federal and state legislation. Attorney Nancy Wheeler and Burt Bertram, a private practitioner
and counselor educator, provide a comprehensive overview of the law as it pertains to counseling practice; an in-depth look
at counselors’ legal and ethical responsibilities; and an array of risk management strategies. This edition contains a
thoroughly updated chapter on distance counseling, technology, and social media; regulatory updates to the HIPAA and the
HITECH Act; and recent case law developments regarding legal risks for counselor educators. The issues surrounding civil
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malpractice liability, licensure board complaints, confidentiality, duty to warn, suicide and threats of harm to self,
professional boundaries, records and documentation, and managing a counseling practice are also addressed in detail.
*Requests for digital versions from the ACA can be found on wiley.com. *To request print copies, please visit the ACA
website here. *Reproduction requests for material from books published by ACA should be directed to
permissions@counseling.org.

Ethics for the Legal Professional
Using real examples of ethical issues in today’s workplace, BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ETHICS, 8E provides readers with
the strategies needed to make the most ethical decisions possible -- no matter what the situation. By integrating the latest
information on ethics, governance scandals, legal liability, and professional accounting and audit issues, this edition
highlights the most recent ethical issues in today's business environment. The book examines the background and nature
of the new stakeholder-support era of corporate and professional accountability and governance with valuable insights into
the effective behavior patterns of directors, executives, and accountants. More than 120 current cases and key readings
provide an interesting, challenging, and practical learning experience. Intriguing real-world situations equip readers with an
understanding of appropriate values, ethical pitfalls, applicable codes of conduct, and sound ethical reasons. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Social and Personal Ethics
Legal Ethics
Blending theory with practical applications, the 7th Edition of LAW AND ETHICS IN THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT presents
modern issues in business ethics with the latest in case law for a thought-provoking and engaging text. Student-friendly in
tone, the text doesn’t shy away from controversial topics; rather it encourages lively classroom debate on everything from
privacy and workers’ rights to diversity and stereotyping. Worlds away from the typical rote learning text, LAW AND ETHICS
IN THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT employs insightful end-of-chapter and case questions to sharpen students’ critical-thinking
skills, along with historical quotes, chapter projects, and a wealth of Internet-based, interactive assignments like role plays,
mock trials, roundtables, and more! Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Social Ethics
From respected philosopher and writer Jonathan Wolff, this brief introduction to ethics stimulates independent thought,
emphasizes real-world examples, and provides clear and engaging introductions to key moral theories and the thinkers
behind them. The new Second Edition offers expanded coverage of moral reasoning, as well as two thoughtful and
contemporary new chapters on applying moral philosophy and the ethics of race. A companion primary source collection,
Readings in Moral Philosophy, amplifies issues discussed in the text, connecting them to problems in applied ethics.

Business Ethics
Justice, Crime, and Ethics, a leading textbook in criminal justice programs, examines ethical dilemmas pertaining to the
administration of criminal justice and professional activities in the field. This eighth edition continues to deliver a broad
scope of topics through focus on law enforcement, legal practice, sentencing, corrections, research, crime control policy,
and philosophical issues. The book's robust coverage encompasses contentious issues such as capital punishment, prison
corruption, the use of deception in police interrogation, and many more. New content includes new material on juvenile
justice, corporate crime, and prosecutorial misconduct. Students of criminal justice, as well as instructors and professionals
in the field, will continue to rely on this thorough, dependable resource on ethical decision-making in the criminal justice
system. Essays are enhanced with case studies and exercises designed to stimulate critical and creative thinking regarding
ethical issues in crime and justice Discussion questions and lists of key concepts focus students and help them to
understand ethics in the context of the criminal justice system New chapters cover ethical issues related to juvenile justice
and corporate misconduct, and chapters on police and prosecutor ethics have been extensively updated A full suite of
online ancillaries for instructors and students adds value to lectures and enriches the learning experience

Media Ethics
This book is appropriate for any standalone Computers and Society or Computer Ethics course offered by a computer
science, business, or philosophy department, as well as special modules in any advanced CS course. In an era where
information technology changes constantly, a thoughtful response to these rapid changes requires a basic understanding of
IT history, an awareness of current issues, and a familiarity with ethics. Ethics for the Information Age is unique in its
balanced coverage of ethical theories used to analyze problems encountered by computer professionals in today’s
environment. By presenting provocative issues such as social networking, government surveillance, and intellectual
property from all points of view, this market-leading text challenges students to think critically and draw their own
conclusions, which ultimately prepares them to become responsible, ethical users of future technologies. Teaching and
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Learning Experience This program presents a better teaching and learning experience–for you and your students. It will
help: Encourage Critical Thinking: A balanced, impartial approach to ethical issues avoids biased arguments, encouraging
students to consider and analyze issues for themselves. Keep Your Course Current and Relevant: A thoughtful response to
information technology requires an awareness of current information-technology-related issues. Support Learning:
Resources are available to expand on the topics presented in the text.

Media & Ethics
Packed with real-life examples of business decisions gone awry, the book explores the complex issues of business ethics
from the leaders' perspectives. This best-selling text offers a rare collection of readings which examines the business
decision-making processes of many types of leaders, while revealing some of the common factors that push them over
ethical lines they might not otherwise cross.

Business & Professional Ethics for Directors, Executives & Accountants
The Moral of the Story: An Introduction to Ethics
Perfect for introductory ethics courses, this popular anthology encourages a critical examination of contemporary moral
problems by presenting differing viewpoints on issues like the death penalty; euthanasia; hate speech and censorship;
world hunger and global justice; and the environment. The readings, of which over 40% are new to this Sixth Edition,
include relevant legal opinions, as well as selections from the work of some of the most respected contemporary writers and
thinkers.

Ethics and the Conduct of Business
Socrates said that moral philosophy deals with 'no small matter, but how we ought to live'. Beginning with a minimum
conception of what morality is, the author offers discussions of the most important ethical theories. He includes treatments
of such topics as cultural relativism, ethical subjectivism, psychological egoism, and ethical egoism.

Law and Ethics in the Business Environment
TRY (FREE for 14 days), OR RENT this title: www.wileystudentchoice.com An approachable, coherent, and important text,
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Research in Psychology: Methods and Design, 8th Edition continues to provide its readers with a clear, concise look at
psychological science, experimental methods, and correlational research in this newly updated version. Rounded out with
helpful learning aids, step-by-step instructions, and detailed examples of real research studies makes the material easy to
read and student-friendly.

An Introduction to Moral Philosophy
Clinical Ethics introduces the four-topics method of approaching ethical problems (i.e., medical indications, patient
preferences, quality of life, and contextual features). Each of the four chapters represents one of the topics. In each
chapter, the authors discuss cases and provide comments and recommendations. The four-topics method is an
organizational process by which clinicians can begin to understand the complexities involved in ethical cases and can
proceed to find a solution for each case.

Moral Issues in Business
Business Ethics: A Textbook with Cases
TRY (FREE for 14 days), OR RENT this title: www.wileystudentchoice.com Linda Treviño and Kate Nelson bring together a
mix of theory and practice in Managing Business Ethics: Straight Talk about How to Do It Right, 7th Edition. In this new
edition, the dynamic author team of Linda Treviño, prolific researcher and Distinguished Professor, and Kate Nelson,
Professor and longtime practitioner of strategic organizational communications and human resources, equip students with
the pragmatic knowledge they need to identify and solve ethical dilemmas, understand their own and others' ethical
behavior, and promote ethical behavior in their organization. Managing Business Ethics is the perfect text to prepare
students for a range of roles in the business world--managers across business functions, communications professionals,
compliance officers, corporate counsels, human resources managers, and senior executives.

Ethics for the Information Age, Global Edition
The Elements of Moral Philosophy
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Ethics and Professional Responsibility for Paralegals
Ethical Issues in Modern Medicine
Research In Psychology Methods and Design
BUSINESS ETHICS, Eighth Edition guides you through the process of thinking deeply about important moral issues that
frequently arise in business situations, and also helps you develop the reasoning and analytical skills to resolve those issues
if and when you might face them. Combining insightful and accessible textbook chapters by the author with cases that
highlight the real-world importance of key ethical concepts, this book provides a comprehensive, flexible, and pedagogically
proven course of study that explores the intersections of commerce and ethics. Shaw’s uniquely thorough and practical
guide brings clarity to such critical topics as the nature of morality, individual integrity and responsibility, economic justice,
concepts of capitalism, and the role of corporations in our society (including their responsibilities to consumers and to the
environment), and real-life moral issues that arise in the workplace. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections
http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
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